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On the MeasurementofAffective Variables
in Second Language Learning
Robert C. Gardner
Peter D. Maclntyre
The Uniuersity of Western Ontario

This study focuseson four issuesconcerningaspectsofthe
validity of the Attitudey'Motivation Test Battery. Data were
obtained from 92 students of universityJevel French. The
first issue deals with whether the various subtests assessthe
attributes they are presurned to measure. A multitraiU
multimethod analysis of three methods indicated that they
did. The secondissue focuseson the relationship of the
subtests to higher order constructs. A factor analysis provided empirical support for the higher order constructs of
Integrativeness,Attitudes Toward the Leaming Situation,
Language Anxiety, and Motivation. The third issue is concemed with whether the strategy used to measure affective
variables influences their conelations with measures of
achievement.The conelations obtainedsuggestedthat they
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did; moreover, some measuresof achievementwere less
relatedto all affectivemeasuresthan wereothers.Thefourth
issuedirectsattention to measuresofintegrative and instrumental orientation, their relationship to eachother and to
achievement.The results demonstratedmorecommunality
among integrative orientation items and measures than
amonginstrumental orientation measures. Neither correlatedthathighly with achievement,butthe correlationswere
slightly higher for measuresofintegrative orientation.
This article addresses the role of measurement strategy in
the assessmentof aJfectivevariables associatedwith secondlanguage acquisition. It considers four issues that are particularly
applicableto measuresof related concepts,and provides data on
eachone.The focusofthis study is onthevariables assessedbythe
Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) (Gardner, 1985), their
interrelations with each other, and their relationships to second
language achievement. The nature of these relationships is
proposedinthe socio-educationalmodelofsecondlanguageacquisition (Gardner, 1985;Gardner & Maclntyre, in press);thus, this
study is a.lsodirected to assessingthe validity of this modet.
The socio-educational
modelhas developedovermorethan 30
years of research and is concernedwith the role of various individual differencecharacteristicsofthe student in the learning of
a secondlanguage.In an initial study (Gardner& Lambert, 1959),
it was found that a student's orientation to learning French as a
second language was related to his/her motivation to learn the
language, attitudes toward French Canadians, and proficiency in
French. Subsequentresearch (Gardner & Lambert, 1972) tevealed a much more complex pattern of relationships, but
nonethelessconfirmedthat attitudes and motivation were assocrated with achievementin a secondlanguage.Recentformulations
of the socio-educationalmodel (Gardner, 1985; Gardner &
Maclntyre, in press) have proposedthat two classesof affective
variables,motivation on the onehand, and situational anxiety on
the other, are important in learning a secondlanguageOn the motivational side, emphasisis placed on the concept
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of anintegratiue motiue. This motive is composedof"the tripartite
division of integrativeness, attitudes toward the learning situation, and motivation" (Gardner, 1985,p. 153). Onthe anxiety side,
direction is focused on anxiety associated with learning and/or
using the secondlanguage.
Each ofthese higher order conceptsis explicitly defined in the
model, and each is assessedby a set of measures. The first
component, Integrativeness, reflects the individual's willingrress
and interest in socialinteraction with membersofother groups. It
is assessedby three scales,Attitudes Towardthe LanguageGroup,
Interest in Foreign Languages, and an Integrative Orientation to
Language Study. The second component, Attitucles Toward the
Learning Situation, refers to the student's reaction to formal
instruction. In the AMTB it is measured by Attitudes Toward the
Teacher and Attitudes Toward the Course, but other measures
(e.g.,evaluation ofthe languagelaboratory, attitudes concerning
computerizedinstruction, evaluation of textbooks,etc.) could be
developedto assessother elements of the learning situation, as
appropriate. The third affectiveconstruct,Motivation, refers to a
combinationofthe learner'sattitudes, aspirations and effort with
respect to learning the language. It is measureil by Attitudes
Toward Learning the Language,Desire to Learn the Language,
and Motivational Intensity" The fourth construct, Situational (or
Language) Anxiety, refers to apprehensionexperiencedby the
infividual il the language class or any situation in which the
languageis used. In the AMTB it is measuredby scalesofFrench
ClassAnxiety and French Use Anxiety, although scalesofFrench
Test Anxiety have also been developed(Cl6ment, Gardner, &
Smythe, 1980;Maclntyre & Gardner, 1991.).
In general, the reliability and validity for these various
measureshave beensupportedby much of the research(see,e.g.,
Giiksrnan,lg?6; 1981;Lalonde& Gardner,1984;Gardner,Lalonde,
& Moorcroft, 1985; Gardner & Lysynchuk, 1990; Gardner &
Maclntp'e, 1991). Someresearchershave, however,raised questions aboutthe measurementofthe variables (Oller & Perkins, 1978;
Oller, 1982)andaboutthe validityofthesocio-educational model(Au,
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1988). Although these criticisms have been addressed(Gardner,
1980,1988;Gardner & Gliksman, 1982),it nonethelessremains that
the issuesraised in these earlier critiques are important and ileserve
firrther investigation. The present study directs attention to four
questions relating to the validity of these types ofmeasures.
Question I . Do the various subscalesof the AMIB neasure
what they are presumed to measure? Some research has been
directed to the validity of the various subscales.Gardner (1980)
demonstrated that an aggregate Attitucle Motivation Index (AMI)
score,defined as the sum of scoreson Integrativeness,Attitudes
Toward the Learning Situation, and Motivation minus French
Class Anxiety, correlated significantly with grades in French in 27
out of29 samples(median correlation=.37). The median correlation
was .41 for the Modern Language Aptitude Test (Canoll & Sapon,
1959)for the s""'e samples. Only 10 ofthe 29 correlations between
the MLAT and AMI were significaat and the nedian correlation was
.13 iadicating the relative independencebetweenaffective variables
on the one hand, and language aptitude on the other.
One other study (Gardner, Lalonile, & Moorcroft, 1985)used
the Campbell and Fiske (1959)multitraiVmultimethod approach
to investigate the relationship between two different measures of
eachofthe various affectivevariables. In eachcase,onemeasure
was basedon a Likert (1932)format and the other on a GuiUord
(1954)single-item format. In general,the correlationsof the two
measures ofthe same variable were high, indicating that by and
Iarge they were measuring comparable constructs. That study
also demonstrated, however, that someofthe measuies using one
format had slightly higher correlations with measures of other
affective variables using the ilifrerent format. This raised the
possibility that someofthe affectivevariables were not that well
articulated. This night well be the casefor that particular sample.
The participants for that study were not studying French, so it is
conceivablethat the attributes were less distinctive than would be
the casefor students involved in learning French. More research,
focusing on individuals actually studying a second language, is
obviously required.
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Question 2. If there is eviilence for the measurenent of the
various constructs, is there empiricaljustification for considering
the various clagsesof variables as being relatively homogeneous
clusters? The variables assessedby the AMTB generally have a lot
in common. It is quite likely, therefore, that factor analyses ofthis
battery will generate only one or two factors. Such expectations
are supported by results from numerous studiee(see,e.9.,Gliksman,
19?6, 1981; Cl6ment, Gardner, & Smythe, 1977; Muchnick &
Wolfe, 1982). On the other hand, other studies have macleuse of
causal modelling procedures that explicitly test a model in which
eachsubtest assessesprimarily one ofthe four latent constructs,
Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learnhg Situation, LanguageAnxiety, or Motivation (seeGardner, 1985). Lalonde and
Gardner (1984) confirmed such a model for all four constructs,
whereas Gardner and LysynchuJ<(1990)foundthat Integrativeness
and Attituiles Toward the Learning Situation were better conceived as reflecting a unitary construct of Language Attitudeg.
These studies suggest that the various measures of the AMTB
assessrelatively distinct components that are nonetheless fairly
substantially correlated.
Question3. The constructs in the socio-eclucationalmodel
have been measuredin various ways, raising the question Does
measurement strateg'y influence the relationship between measures of affecbive variables and second language achievement?
The AMTB initially made use of three different strategies for
neasuring constructs, Likert scales, semantic differential jufuments (Osgood,Suci, & Tannenbaurn,1957),and nultiple-choice
alternatives. These different measurement strategies were employed becausecertain variables appeared to Ienil themselves
better to one strategy than to another. Recently, however, attempts have been made to measure all constructs wing Likert
procedures(e.g.,Gardner,Lalonde,& Moorcroft, 1985;Gardner &
Maclntyre, 1991). Evidencefrom these studies suggeststhat, at
least as far as internal consistency reliability is concerned,Likert
assessmentsprovide comparable measures.
It is possible,nonetheless,that two measuresof the same
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variable may not conelate similarly with a t}iril variable (e.9., two
measures of motivation may not correlate equally with indices of
secondlanguage achievement). Someresearch has suggestedthat
variables with nanes similar to those assessedby the AMTB do
not correlatewith achievement(see,e.g.,Asakawa & Oller, 1977;
Oller, Baca, & Vigil, 1977; Pierson, Fu, & Lee, 1980). In these
studies,however,the affectivemeasureswere not the sa.me,thus
making such conclusions difficult. The question raised here is
whether two measuresofthe san e construct that have been shown
to correlatewith eachother, also correlatesimilarly with achievetnent.

Question4. Various reasonsfor studying a secondlanguage
have been classified as reflecting integrative or instrumental
orientations, and it is meaningful to ask how the measures of
integrative and instru.mental orientation relate to each other and
to secondlanguageachievement. One study (Cl6ment & Kruidenier,
1983)demonstratedthat reasonsfor studying a secondlanguage
form a nr:mber of different factors in addition to the integrative
and instrumental ones,ilepending upon the nature ofthe com:nunity and the Ianguageconcerned,whereasSvanes(1987)obtained
three factors in a Iinguistically diverse sample of students. Such
findings suggest that there are complex reasons for studying
another Ianguage and potentially more than two basic orientations.
As might be expected,therefore, research linking orientations to secondlanguage achievenent has produced equivocal
res-,:.lts. One measure of orientation, the Orientation Index,
classifies individuals as integratively or instrumentally orienteil.
Gardner and Lambert (1959)found a significant positive correlation between scores on the Orientation Index and French
achievement indicating that integratively oriented students were
more proficient than those who were instru.mentally oriented. On
the other hand, Gardner & Lambert (1972)found very few significant correlations between t]..e Orientation Index and French
achievement,and in somecases,the correlationswere negative.
Other studies have investigatedcorrelationsof achievement
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with specifie orientation items or aggxegates of them. Oller,
Hudson, and Liu (1977)and Asakawa and Oller (1977)found no
significant conelation between any orientation items and achievement using Clozetest scoresas criteria, whereasOller, Baca,and
Vigil (1977) report a positive correlation between instrumental
items and Clozetest scores. Chihara arld Oller (1978),however,
report significant negative correlations between achievement irl
English and two instrurnental orientations, whereas Lu-kmani
(1972)claimedto find a positive correlationbetweenachievement
in English and an instru.rrental orientation but not an integrative
one. In point of fact, however, both correlations (.411 and .257)
were sig:nificantat the .05 level. Svanes(1987) found that the
various orientation itens formed three factors, though he focussed
attention on two he termed integrative and instrumental forms of
motivation. For a combiaedgroup of European,North American,
Asian, MiddleEastern, and African students,marks in Norwegian
correlated negatively with an integrative motivation and positively with an instnrmental motivation. For the groups considered
separately, marks correlated significantly positively with integrative motivation for the North American participants. The results
of all ofthese studies are thus equivocal,at best.
Someresearch has attempted to assessconceptssimilar to
integrative orientation using somewhat different approaches.
Strong (1984), for example, assessedintegrative motivation in
terms ofsociometricchoicesamongEnglish and Spanishspeaking
kindergarten children, whereasSpolsky(1969)proposedan inclirect form ofintegrative motivation in terms ofthe extent to which
individuals perceiveiltheir ideal selvesto be like the other language commulity. A relateil indirect assessmentprocedure also
was used by Oller, Hudson, and Liu (1977),Asakawa and Oller
( 1977),Chiharaand Oller(1978),andOIIer,Baca,andVigil(1977).
These latter types of assessment do not measure integrative
motivation as conceptualizedin the socio-educationa.I
model of
(GarrLrner,
second language acquisition
1985), and thus seem
better characterized in terms of orientation. Regardless of the
assessment,however,there ig not a clear link between orienta-
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tions and achievement, and this is consistent with predictions
from the socio-educational model of second language learning
(Gardner, 1985)which proposesthat suchorientationswould have
a direct effect on motivation but not on language achievement.

METHOD
PARTICIPANTS
Participants for this investigation were 92 university students enrolled in two introductory French courses. Their
participation was solicited in their classes,and eachvolunteer was
paid $10 and given one lottery ticket for his/her participation.
PROCEDURE
The students were tested in s'nall groups. Each session
Iastedapproximately2 hours,during which time peopleconpleted
a series of measures of attitudes and motivation, plus four measures of French achievement and four Cando (Clark, 1981)
self-rating scalesof French proficiency.
MATERIALS
A total of 46 measnres were obtained from the volunteers.
Becausea primary purposeofthe study was to assessthe convergent and discriminant validity of 11 measures of attitudes and
motivation often used in tiris area of research, many of the
measures focused on three different ways of assessing these
variables. One form of assessment procedure involved Likert
scaling,inwhich eachitem was answeredon a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from strong disagreement to strong agreement. The 11
measures(with estimates of Cronbachcoemcientalpha) were:
01. Attitudes Toward French Canadians (AFCL: o=.82). Ten
items that expressedopinions about French Canadiana were
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presented.Five ofthe itens were wordedpositively, and five
negatively. High scores reflect a positive attitude.
Interest in Foreigrr Languages (IFLL; ct=.70). Ten items, five
positively keyed and five negatively keyed, were presented.
High scores reflect a strong interest in foreign languages.
Integrative Orientation (IITITL; o=.76). This scale consists of
four items expressing an integrative orientation to language
study.
French CourseEvaluation (FCEL; o=.90). Ten items referring to the students' French class were presented, five were
worded positively, and five negatively. High scoresreflect a
positive evaluation of the class.
French Teacher Evaluation (FTEL; o=.95). This scale was
made up of 10 iterns. Five expressed favorable attitudes
toward the French instructor anil five expressed negative
attitudes. High scores imply a favorable attitude.
Motivational Intensity (MIL; o=.74). Ten ite"'s (5 positive
and 5 negative) referring to the amount of effort expendedto
Iearn French were presented.to participants. High scores
indicate a high level of intensity in learning French.
Desire to Learn French (DL; o=.79). This 10-item scale
assessedhow much students wanted to learn French. Five
items expressed a strong desire, and five a weak one.
Attitudes Toward Learning French (ALFL; o=.87).Ten items
(5 positive, 5 negative)were presentedthat referred to participants' feelings about learniag French.
French Class Anxiety (FCAL; o=.89). Ten items that assessedfeelings of anxiety in the French classroom were
presented. Five referreil to feelings ofanxiety, and five to how
calm participants felt. High scoresreflect feelingsofanxiety.
French Use Anxiety (FUAL; o=.88). This 10-it€m scale assessedfeelings of concern when faced with speaking French
in various non-classroomsituations. Half of the items expressedanxiety reactions,and flve calm ones. High scores
indicate feelings of arxiety.
Instru-mentalOrientation (INSTL: o=.68). Four items indi-
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cating pragmatic reasons for learning French were presented. High scores reflect an instrumental orientation.
A secondform of assessmentinvolved primarily the use of a
semantic differential format. In this form, participants were
presentedwith a seriesofconceptsand rated then on a number of
7-point bipolar adjectival scales. The measureswere;
12. Attitudes Toward French Canadians(AFCS;o=.91). Participanls rated the conceptFrench Canadians on 25 bipolar
adjectivescales.Ten ofthe scaleswere evaluative as defined
by norms provided by Kirby and Gardner (1972).
13. Interest in Foreign Languages(IFLS; o=.88). The concept
Foreign Languageswas rated on 10 evaluativebipolar a$ective scales. The sum of the ratings inilicate a positive
evaluation of foreign languages.
14. Integrative Orientation GNTEX). This measure was not
based on the semantic differential procedure. Instead, participants were presented with each combination of four reasonsfor learning French (two integrative and two instrunental reasons) presented as bipolar pairs. They were asked to
rate on a 7-point scale the extent to which one or the other
item was more relevant to them. Each item was scored from
1 to 7, reflecting where appropriate on the three scaleson
which it appeared, and scores on the two integrative items
were srmmed to produce an integrative orientation score.
15. French Course Evaluation (FCES; o=.94). The conceptMy
French Course was rated on 25 scales. 10 of which were
evaluative. The ratings on these 10 scaleswere reflected
where necessaryso that a high score indicates a favorable
evaluation of the French course.
16. French TeacherEvaluation (FTES; o=.91). The conceptMy
French Instructor was rated on 25 scales,10 of which were
evaluative. A high score indicates a favorable evaluation.
17. Motivational Intensity (MIS; o=.94). The conceptMe in My
French Class was rated on 20 scales. Ten of these scales
refened to motivational aspects(e.g.,Iazylindustrious, un-
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motivated,/notivated). The sum of these 10 scalesindicates
a high level of motivation in class.
Desire to Learn French (DM; a=.64). An appropriate semantic differential form could not be developed for this variable,
so instead the 10 item multiple-choicescalefrom the AMTB
(Garilner, 1985)was used. A high scoreindicates a strong
desire to learn French.
Attitudes toward Learning French (ALFS; o='93). The concept lzarning French was rated on 16 bipolar adjective
scales. Ten of the scaleswere evaluative and were scored
such that a high total score indicates a positive attitude.
French Class Anxiety (FCAS; c.=.91).Ten of the scales on
which the conceptMe in My French C/ass was rated referred
to anxiety (e.g.,confidenVnervous,calmlanxious).Ttrescales
were scored such that a high score was indicative of anxiety
in the French class.
French Use Anxiety (FUAS; a=.91). Participants were presented with a semantic differential type oftest with instructions asking them to imagine themselves interacting with
French speaking people and to rate their reactions. Ten
scales referred to feelings of anxiety (e.g.' tense/relaxed,
uncomfortable/comfortable) and were scoredsuch that a high
scoreindicated feelings of anxiety.
Instrumental Orientation (INSTS; o=.84). A senantic differential assessment of instrumental orientation was clerivecl
from six ratings of the eonceptI'earning Frenci. Sample
scales are uselesJuseful, harmfuV beneflcial.

Eleven measwes of the sameyariables were obtained using
single-item Guilford (1954)scales. Thesemeasurespresent participants with a single item followed by a 7-point rating scale. For
example, the measure ofinterest in foreign Ianguagespresents the
item "IfI wereto rate my interest in foreignlanguages,I would say
t|at it is" followed by a 7-point rating scale varying from very low
to very high. The 11 measureswere:
23. Attitudes Toward French Canadians(AFCG)
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Interest in Foreigrr Languages (IFLG)
Integrative Orientation (INTG)
French CourseEvaluation (FCEG)
French TeacherEvaluation (FIEG)
Motivational Intensity (MIG)
Desire to Learn French (DG)
Attitudes toward Learning French (ALFG)
French ClassArxiety (FCAG)
French Use Anxiety (FUAG)
Instrumental Orientation(INSIG)

In addition to these measures,assessmentswere also made
on a number of other variables. Theseincluded:
34. Foreign Language Class Aaxiety (HORW; a=.94). The Foreign LanguageClassAnxiety Scale(Horwitz, 1986;Horwitz,
Horwitz, & Cope,1986)was ad"' i nisteredin its entirety. This
33-item scalecontains 24 items that are worded in the anxious
direction and 9 items in the nonanxiousdirection. A high score
iadicates a high level offoreign language class anxiety.
35. Orientation Index. Four reasons for learning French were
presented and participants indicated the one that best describedthem. Two of the reasonsrvere integrative and two
were instrumental, so that participants were classified as
instrunentally oriented ( 1) or integratively oriented (2) based
on the type of reasonthey chose.
36. Motivational Intensity (MIM; o,=.62).The 10 nultiple-choice
iterns from the AMTB usedto assessMotivational Intensity
were administered.
37. Identification (ID). A measureofidentification with French
Canadians was obtained by computing an Osgood D score
(Osgood,Suci,& Tannenbaurn,1957)on the ratings ofthe two
concepts,Me and,French Canadians. A high scoreindicates
that participants perceive themselves as very distinct fron
French Canadians,whereas a low scoresuggeststhat they
tend to perceivemany similarities (i.e.,identify) with French
Canadians.
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Five objective measures of French achievement were also
included in this investigation. They were:

38. French Grailes (Grade). Participants were asked to give
permission for the release oftheir grailes in French this year .
Of the total number of 92 participants, 83 gave permission to
us to obtain their French grades from the French Department.
39. French CIozeTest (Cloze). Participants were given 5 ninutes
to complete a 25-blank test. An exact completion criterion
was used in scoring this test.
40. French Word Procluction(Proal).This test has been used in
other stuilies (see Lalonde & Gardner, 1984; Maclntyre &
Gardner, 1989,1991). In this test, participants were given 6
minutes to name as many things as possible that belonged to
different categories.Three categorieswere presented,/rzil,
partie du corps, and uetement- In scoring, attention was
directed only to the noul forn; errors in article gender were
igrrored, as were minor errors in spelling of the noun form.
French ProseWriting (Theme). This test was adapted from
Lalondeand Gardner(1984).Init, participants weregiven 10
minutes to write a theme on the topie Ma premiCre semaine d
I'uniuersit6. Thesethemes were rated on five 5-point scales
assessing(1) Use of Idiomatic French, (2) Complexity of
SentenceStructure, (3) Quality ofVocabulary,(4) Gra'nm atical Accuracy,and (5) Length of Passage.These scoreswere
s 'nrned to provide an overall index ofFrench writing proficiency.
42. Objective French Proficiency (Prof). A 100-item multiplechoiceFrench profi.ciencyscaleadaptedfrom the Test Laval
was adninistereil. Fifty-five items focussedon grammar; 45
were concernedwith vocabulary. A participands scorewas
the number of conect items.
Four seif-ratings ofFrench proficiencywere also included in
this investigation using Cando scalesbasedon Clark (1981):
43. CandoSpeaking(Speak;o=.90).Participants rated 12 speak-
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ing skills on a 7-point scale varying from not at all tn uery
eosily. A sample item.is TeII a friend about somethingfunny
that happenedto me.
44. Cando Understanding (Under; a=.89). Participants rated
nine understandingskills on the 7-pointscale.d sarnpleit€m
is Understand.mouieswithout subtitles.
4 5 . CandoWriting (Wrlte; a=.77). Participants rated six skills on
the ?-point scale. A sampleitem isWrite an ad,uertisement
to
sell a bicycle.
+o. CandoReading(Reacl;o=.81). Participants rated six reading
skills on the 7-point scale. A sample itern is Read, and,
understondmagazinearticles at a levelsimilar to thosefound
in Tine or New sweekwithout using a dictionary.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Question7 was concernedwith the convergentvalidity ofthe
subtestsofthe AMTB. One way of assessingthis is by developing
diferent ways ofmeasuring the sane construct and investigating
the multitraiVmultinethodmatrix of correlations. Table 1 presents
the multitraiVmultimethod matrix for the nine variables and the
three methods.r
The upper left,nine-variable conelation submatrix shows the
correlations among the nine Likert measures. The next ninevariable correlation submatrix shows the correlations among
eight semantic differential measures, and one multiple-choice
measure (Motivational Intensity). This submatrix will be referred
to as the semantic differential submatrix. The next nine-variable
Notes to Table 1 continued llom Page 15:
ation; MIS=Motivational Intensity; DM=Desire to Learn French;
AlFs=Attitudes
toward Leaming French; FCAS=lYench Class Anxiety;
FUAS=lYench Use Anxiety; AFCG=Attitudes Toward French Canadians;
IFLG=Interest in Foreign Languages; F€EG=French Course Evaluation;
FIEG=French Teacher Evaluation; MlG=Motivational Intensity; DG=Desire
to l,earn French; AlFc=Attitudes
toward Learning Flench; FCAG=French
Class Anxiety; FUAG=French Use Arxiety
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Table 1
Multitrait / Multinethd, Matrit of Conelntionsfor ThreeMethods
and Nine Variables
AFCL IFLL FCEL FTEL MIL

DL ALFL FCAL FI.]AL

AI'CL 1.OO
IFLL
.32 1.00
FCEL .18 .15 1.00
FTEL .08 -.05
.69 1.00
MIL
.19 .26 .55 .32 1.00
DL
.25 .4L .46 .L2 .50 1.00
ALFL ,4I
.47 .55 .23 .55 .82 1.00
FCAI -.13 -.07 .01 .o4 -.02
.09 -.06 1.00
ruAL -.20 -.16 -.01
.06 -.02 -.03 -.22
.78 1.00
AT'CS .oo
.4r
.22 .13 .31 .25 .34
IFLS
.29
.52 .28 .13 .24 .47 .55
FCES
.t7
.85 .67 .52 .43 .54
FTES . 1 1 .08 .57 .79 .22 .r4
.26
MIS
.25 .73 .51 .69 .53 .61
DM
.36 .45 .18 .47 .66 .69
ALFS
. 1 6 .40 .52 .25 .39 .55 .69
FCAS -.07 -.00 -.09 -.06 -.01
.05 .00
FUAS -.23 -.L3 -.02 .04 -.02 -.10 -.18
A.FCG .72 .33 .20 .11 .19
IFLG
.25 .58 -.02 -.r2
.13
FCEG .L7 .10 .77 .63 .49
FTEG .03 -.10 .68 .92 .30
MIG
.05 .17 .45 .22 .76
DG
.2r
.26 .47 .15 .45
ALFG .29 .27 .53 .23 .69
FCAG -.17 -.02 -.04 -.05 -.02
ruAG -.18 -.10 .15 .L4 .L2

-.07
.01
.03
-.09
.03
-.L7
-.03
.83
-77

-.05
-.09
.02
-.07
.01
-.32
-.12
.61
.79

.25 .33 -.01 -.18
.37 .30 .t2
.06
.42 .50 -.07 -.09
.13 .2I
.04 .O4
.39 .45 .27 .18
.75 .7r
.04 -.06
.65 .72 -.L2 -.L5
.05 -.06
.84 .68
.12 .05 .77 .63

AFCl=Attitudes Toward French Canadians; IFLL=Interest in Foreign Languages; FCEL=French Course Evaluation; tr"fEL=lYench Teacher Evaluation;
Mll=Motivational
Intensity; Dl=Desire to l,earn French; AlFl=Attitudes
Toward Leaming Flench; FCAJ,=FYench Class Anxiety; FUAL=French Use
Anxiety; AFCS=Attitudes Toward trlench Canadians; IFI^S= lnterestin Forcign
Languages; FCES=FYench Course Evaluation; F'IES=Ilench Teacher EvaluNot€s to Table 1 continue at foot ofPase 14
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Tablz 1
Multitrait / Multinrzthod Matrit of Correlnti.onsfor ThreeMethods
and,Nittz Vonobles(continued)
AFCS IFLS FCES FTES MIM

DM ALFS FCAS F'T.JAS

AFCS 1.00
IFLS
.44 1.00
FCES .29 .38 1.00
FTES .26 .24 .68 1.00
Mrs
.20 .29 .75 .43 1.00
DM
.33
.39 .40 .29 .38 1.00
AI-FS
.27
.66 .60 .30 .52 .48 1.00
FCAS -.11
.01 -.07 -.2L .05 -.L2 -.04 1.00
-.12
-.03 -.t4
-.r2
.67 1.00
.o4 -.27 -.L6
FUAS
AFCG .61
IFLG
.33
FCEG .18
FTEG ,18
MIG
.16
DG
,17
ALFG .34
FCAG -.10
FUAG -.10

.28
-Dtt

.23
.11
.L7
.43

.20

.18
-.02
.uc
.80 .63
.68 .80
.43 . l r
.35 .16

.10
.19
.48
.22

.oo
.49
rr2
Ke
.49
.26
.01 -.05 -.20 -.11
.03 .14 .02 .02

te

1t

.21 .22
.45 .44
.20 .18
.30 .38
.48 .47
.58 .45
-.17 -.08
-.02
.03

-.02
.09
-.16
-.10
.24
.L5
-.08
-.88
.65

-.20
.02
-.19
-.01
.28
-.L2
-.18
.73
.72

AFCS=Attitudes Toward French Canadians; IFLS=Interest in Foreign
Languages; FCES=French Course Evaluation; FTES=French Teacher
Intensity; DM=Desire to Leam lYench;
Evaluation; MlS=Motivational
ALFs=Attitudes toward Learning French; FCAS=French Class Anxiety;
FUAS=lYench Use Anxiety; AFCG=Attitudes Toward FYench Canadians;
Notes to Table 1 continued at foot ofPage 17
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TableI
Multitrait I Multinethd. Marrit of Conelatiansfor ThreeMethads
and Nine Variables(concluded)
AFCG IFLG FCEGFTEG MIG

AFCG
IFLG
FCEG
FTEG
MIG
DG
A]-FG
FCAG
FUAG

DG ALFGFf,AGFUAG

1.00
.29 1.00
.r4
.10 1.00
.r2 -.r1
.69 1.00
-.00 -.02
.29 .20 1.00
.23 .26 .45 .18 .39 1.00
.55 .26 .46 .69 1.00
.32 .2r
-.08 .r4 -.r2 -.09 .18 .07 -.r2 1.00
-.10 .10 .03 .r2
.33 .07 -.01 .70 1.00

IFLG=Interest in Foreign Languages; FtEG=Flench Course Evaluation;
I'IEG=French Teacher Evaluation ; MlG=Motivational Intensity; DG=Desire
toward Learning Flench; FCAG=Flench
to Learn French; AlFc=Attitudes
Class Anxiety; FUAG=Flench Use Anxiety
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submatrix showsthe correlationsarnongthe Guilford scaleassessments ofthe samevariabies. The three squaresubmatricesshow
the correlationsbetweenmeasuresbasedon the different measu.ring procedures(heteromethodmatrices).
Campbell and Fiske (1959) suggest that four conditions
should be met in assessments of valiality using the multitraiV
multimethod approach. Their first condilion is that the correlations ofthe same variables using the dillerent proceduresshould
be significant and sufficiently large. Examination ofthe principal
diagonalsofTable 1 will demonstratethat this conditionhas been
satisfied. The highest correlation is .92 between the Likert
measureofFrench TeacherEvaluation and the Guilford measure
ofthe samevariabie. The lowest principal diagonal correiation is
.45 between the semantic differential assessment of Attitudes
Toward Learning French and the Guilford measure of the same
variable. All ofthe 27 principal diagonal conelations are significant atthe.00l level (two-tailed). The median correlationsand the
range in the diagonals associatedwith the three heteromethod
submatricesare.69: .52-.85 (Likert/semantic differential correlations),.75;.58-.92,LikerUGuilfordcorrelations)and.61; .45-.88
(semantic differentiaVGuiUordcorreiations).
The secondcondjlioz proposedby CampbellandFiske (1959)
is that the correlation ofa variable should be higher with another
measureofthe same variabie than with any other variable using
its own measurementapproach. As can be seenin Table 1, this
condition is also largely satisfied. For the Likert measures,there
is only one variable in which the correlation is higher with a
variable in its own monomethod matrix than with itself measured
witha different procedure.This occurswith the measureofFrench
Use Anxiety (Likert and Guilford). The correlation is higher
between the two Likert, measures of French Use Anxiety and
French Class Anxiety. For the semantic differential measures,
monomethod correlations are higher for two measwes when
contrasted with the Likert monotrait/heteromethod correlations
(Interest in Foreign Languagesand Motivational Intensity), and
with three variables when contrasted with the Guilford nonotraiV
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heteromethodcorrelations(Interest in Foreign Languages,Motivational Intensity, and Attitudes Toward Learning French). For
the Guilford measwes,monomethodcorrelationsare higher than
monotraiVheteronethod correlations for one variable (French Use
Anxiety) when contrasted with the Likert correlations, and for two
variables (Desire to Learn French, and Attitudes Toward Learning
French)when comparedwith the SemanticDifierential correlations.
Campbell and Fiske's (1959) third condition is that the
correlationofa variable shouldbe higher with another measureof
the same variable using the other measurement approach (the
heteromethod natrix) than it is with other measures of the
variables. Exanination of Table 1 will reveal that this condition
is largely satisfied. In most instances a variable correlates higher
with another measure ofthe same variable than it doeswith other
measuresof other variables. This is true in all nine casesfor the
LikerUserrantic differential correlations, eight ofthe nine LikerV
Guilford correlations and six of the nine semantic differentiaV
Guilford correlations. The exceptionsinvolve Likert measuresof
French Use Anxiety and the semantic differential neasures of
Desire to Learn French, Attitudes Toward Learning French, and
French Use Anxiety. The Likert measure of French Use Anxiety
correlates slightly higher with the Guilford measure of F rench
Class Anxiety. The semantic differential measure of Desire to
Learn French correlates more highly with the Guilford measure of
Attitudes Toward Learning French, and the semantic differential
measure ofAttitudes Toward Learning French correlates slightiy
higher with the Guilford measure of Desire to Learn French.
Finally, the semantic differential measure ofFrench Use Anxiety
correlates slightly hlgher with the Guilford measure of French
ClassAnxiety. Given the conceptualsirnilsdly efthe two pairs of
variables, French Use Anxiety with French Class Anxiety, and
Desire to Learn French with Attitudes toward learning French,
such overlap acrossmethod might be expected.
"the
final conditioz proposedby Campbelland Fiske (1959)is
thatthe samepattern ofcorrelations should occurin the heterotrait
triangles of both monomethodand heteromethodmatrices. This
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condition too is largely satisfied. The correlations between the
correlations of sets of heterotraiVmonomethod matrices are .87
@f=SA,o..OOt, for Likert Y semantic differential matrices,
.86(df=34,p <.OOI) for Likerb Y Guilford natrices , and,.73 @f$a,
p<.001) for semantic differential Y Guilford matrices. The correlations for sets ofheterotraiVheteromethod matrices are .91(dF79,
p<.001) for LikerUsemantic differential Y LikerVGuilford matrices,.89(df=79,p<.001)for LikerVsemanticfifrerential Y semantic
differentiaVGuiUordmatrices, and .94 (df=79,p<.001) for LiherV
Guilford Y semantic differentiaVGuilford matrices.
This Campbell and Fiske (1959)analysis ofthe correlations
among the three difrerent ways of measuring the nine characteristics typically assessedby the AMTB provides substantial support
for the definition of these constructs. The inconsistencies, when
they occur, happen pimarily with variables that would be expectedtoshareconsiderablevariancein common(e.g.,FrenchUse
Aaxiety and French Class Anxiety). More complex analyses of
multitraiVmultimethod matrices are available (see,e.g.,Widrm an,
1985; Byrne, 1989), but they are of linited use in the present
context. The single-item measurement used in the Guilford
procedure and the conceptualoverlap of many of the variables
would result in analytic and interpretative difficulties. The
conceptualoverlap is consideredin the following section.
Question2 directed attention to the nature of tJre relationIn the
ships among the various subtests of the AMTB
socio-educationalmodel. these subtests are used to define four
major clusters, Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learning
Situation, Motivation, and Langlrage Anxiety (Gardner, 1985).
Integrativeness is the sum of three scales, Integrative Orientation, Attitudes Toward French Canadians, and Interest in Foreign
Languages. Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation is the sr:m
of French Teacher Evaluation and French Course Evaluation.
Motivation is the sum of Motivational Intensif, Desire to Leam
French, and Attitudes Toward Learning French. And, Language
Anxiety is the sum of French Class Anxiety and French Use
Anxiety.
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A principal components analysis was used to asgessthe
pattern of relationships amongthe variablesconcerned.A total of
35 variables were entered into the analysis representing the
various methods of measuring the afrective constructs. This
analysis yielcled seven factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0;
however, application of the screetest (Cattell, 1966) suggested
retaining a five-factor solution, which accounted for 69% of the
variance. As can be seen in Table 2, the results of this analysis
strongly support the four broad constructs contained in the socioeducationalnodel.
Factor I obtains high loadings (greater than t.30) from 16
variables and is best definedas Motivation. AII three measuresof
Attitudes Toward Learning French (ALF) and Desire to Learn
French (D), and all four measuresof Motivational Intensity (MI)
Ioacl on this factor. Additionally, the three measures of French
Cor:rseEvaluation (FCE), two measuresof Interest in Foreign
Languages (IFL), anil one measure of Instrumental Orientation
are associatedwith Motivation.
Factor II, with high loadings from seven variables, is best
identified as Language Anxiety. All three measures of French
Class Anxiety (FCA) and French Use Aaxiety (FUA) ilefine this
factor alongwiththe Horwitz (1986)ForeigrrLanguageClassroom
Anxiety Scale(HORW).
Eleven variables load highly on Factor III, which can be
defined as Integrativeness. All three measures of Integrative
Orientation (INT), Attitudes Toward French Canadians (AFC)
and Interest in Foreig:n Languages (IFL) loacl on this factor. In
addition, one measure eachofAttituiles Toward Learning French,
and Desire to Learn French receive low positive loadings on this
factor.
Factor IV, defuredby seven variables, clearly reflects Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation. All three measwes of the
evaluation ofthe French teacher anil the French courseloadedon
this factor, whereas one measure ofmotivational intensity is also
included.
Factor V, appears best defined as an Instrumental Orienta-
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Tablz 2
Varimat Ratated Fa.ctor Matri.x

Factor I
A.F'CL
IFLL
INTL
FCEL
FTEL
MIL
DL
ALFL
FCAI
FUAL
INSTL
AFCS
IFLS
INTBX
FCES
FTES
MIS
DM
ALFS
FCAS
FUAS
INS'IS
AT'CG
IFLG
INTG
FCEG
FTEG
MIG
DG
A,LFG
FCAG
FUAG
INS"TG
MIM
HORW

Factor II
-.14

.44

.08
.11
.76
.80
.83
.01
-.05
_n
.19
.52
.11
.69
.60
.66
.03
-.05
.34
.10
.23
.L2
.48
.13
.73
.74
.78
-.03
.11
-.08
.70
-.07

-.04
-.L2
-.01
.04
.01
.02
-.08
.94
.82
-.30
-.06
.01
-.o2

.o2
-. r.t

.06
-.21
-.08
.89
.86
.13
.l.6

-.o4
-.1l
.00
.27
.05
-.L2
.91
.83
-.06
-.01
.90

Factor III
.80
.44

.73
.06
.02
.ll
.20
.30
-.o2
9.r
.o,

Factor fV

Factor V

.07
-.19
.09

-.05
.31
.28
.08

,7,

.92
'A

.03
.02
.0?
.05
.lo

.32
.64
.09

-.01
-.11

.14

.83
.50
.t4
.18

-.01
.33
.06
.03
-.15
-.01
.79
.47
.71
. _to

.02
-.13
.20
,1
-.Q2

-.05
.00
.16
-.03

-.13
.2L
.22

-.o2
-.t2
.11
.48

-.zr
.l.t

.03
.11
.11
-.25
.19
.69
.93
.16
.03
.18
-.10
14
_-t-o

.28
-.20

.13
.04
.08
.46
.o2
-.16
.63
.00
.32
.20
.UD

.02
-.16
.19
.01
.07

-.o2

.69
-.18
.02

Factor I=Motivation; Factor ll=Language Anxiety; Factor lll=Integrativeness;
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tion dimension becausethe three highest loadings are from the
three measures of Instrumental Orientation. In addition, however, three measures of Interest in Foreigrr Languages (IFL) and
one measure of Attitudes Toward Learning French contribute to
this factor. This would suggestthat the measures oflnstrumental
Orientation share variance primarily with measures ofinterest in
languages, particularly in this study.
A confirmatory factor analysis using the LISREL procedure
(Jdreskog& Sdrbom,1989)ofthe sprnematrix tended to confirm
these findings. A frve-factor solution obtained strong support for
the four factors, Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learning
Situation, Motivation, and Language Anxiety, but the factor
defined as Instrumental Orientation showed one correlation with
another factor, Integrativeness, that was greater than 1.0. A
reanalysis of the data omitting the measnres (and the factor) of
Instrumental Orientation provided a solution in which all values
were meaningful. AII hypothesized factor Ioadings were significant. Moreover,significant conelations were obtaineclamongthe
three factors, Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learning
Situation, and Motivation, whereas the factor Language Anxiety

Factor lV=Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation; Factor V=Instrumental
Orientation; AFCl=Attitudes Toward French Canadians; IFLL=Inturest in
Foreign Languages; ; INTl=Integrative Orientation; FCEL=French Course
Evaluation; FIEL=trYench Teacher Evaluation. ; Mll=Motivational Intensity;
Toward Learning Flench;
Di-=Desire to karn French; AlFl=Attitudes
FCAL=French ClassAnxiety; FUAL=!'rench UseArxiety; INSTl=Instrumental
Orientation; AFCs=Attitudes Toward FYench Canadians; IFLS=Interest in
Foreign Languages; INTEX=Integrative Orientation; FCES=I'rench Course
Evaluation; FTES=French Teacher Evaluation; MlS=Motivational Intensity;
toward Leaming FYench:
DM=Desire to Learn lYench; AlFS=Attitudes
FCAS=French ClassAnxiety; FUAS=trYenchUse Anxiety; INSIS=Instrumental
Orientation; AFCG=Attitudes Toward Flench Canadians ; IFLG=Interest in
Foreign l,anguages; INTG=Integrative Orientation; FCEG=FYench Course
Evaluation; tr"IEG=FYench Teacher Evaluation; MlG=Motivational Intensity;
toward Leaming French;
DG=Desire to Learn fYench; Al,lc=Attitudes
FCAG=French Class Anxiety; FUAG=French Use Anxiety; INSTG=
Instrumental Orientation; MlM=Motivational Intensity; HORW=polalgq
Language Class Anxiety
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Table3
Correlatinnsof theMajor Affeaiue Variabbs With Nine Measuresof
FrenchAchieuement
Cando Self-Ratings
ObjectiveMeasures
Grade Cloze Prod Theme Prof Speak Under Write Read

AFCL .28* .12
IFLL .09 -.19
I N T L . 1 7 .10
FCEL .28* .L7
F'TEL .23* .t2
MIL
.37** .2t*
DL
.32** .o4
ALFL .21 .07
FCAL _.21 -.34**
FUAL -.04 -.25*
INSTL.15 .16

.29+* -29** .29** .28++ .28** .31** .25*
.06 .11 .09 .05 .02 .06 -.09
.28** . * .23* .34** .34** .36+'t .28++
.20+ .19 .18 -.08 -.01 .01 -.02
.L2 .L4 .05 -.09 -.10 -.08 -.05
.13 .22* .29**-.05 -.01 .11 .O0
.05
.r2
.16 .L7 .30+* .04 .t0
.27** .20* .29** .15 .15 .21* .11
-.22* _.48;**_.37*+_.58**_.56**_.44**_.51**
-.19 _.37** _.27** _.67:t:t!_.61** _.45*;* _.52*:i
.09 .o4 .14 .27'(* .U*+ .24* .34**

AFCS .26+ -.02
.14
IFLS .18 .01 .13
INTEX.lO -.10
.18
FCES .24* .09 .19
F'TES .16 .05 .19
MIS .L7 .04 .09
DM
.20 .07 .25*
A L F S . 1 9 .07 .18
FCAS-.41** -.40**-.19
FUAS-.18 _.33**_.25*
INSTS .11 .10 -.18

.13 .28** .13 .18 .20 .02
.22+ .08
.L4 .2t* .11 .r7
.15 .16 .L4 .L7 .08 .13
.09 .17 -.04 -.03
.10 -.02
.11 .17 .L2 .04 .13 .13
.01 .10 -.08 -.11
.03 -.07
.25* .36*:t .25* .34** .28*+ .24'r
.L4 .20 .08 .03 .r7
.04
_.51**_.48**_.44**_.46:r+_.40**_.48+*
_.49++_.42++_.70** _.64*r._.50*r._.59*:t
-.15 -.16 -.14 -.r7 -.08 -.13

AFCG .17 .03 .r7 .20$ .13 .28+r .26* .30*'t .19
IFLG ,20 -.L4 .09 .11 .I5 -.02 .01 .08 -.05
INTG .22* .15 .33** .14 .20* .29** .27** .33** .27'**
FCEG .34** .20 .30** .20 .29** .08 .02 .11 .10
F'IEG .23+ .16 .15 .15 .13 -.06 -.08 -.03 -.05
MIG .T7 -.00 -.07 _.02 .07 _.27**-.28+* _.09 _.23*
DG
.L7 .06 .16 .06 .L4 .L4 .15 .2L* .L4
ALFG .29+ .19 .26* .31].*+.32++.12 .16 .28+4 .07
_.47*4 _.49;N*
FCAG_.28* -.38**-.20* _.49:t:r_.42:r*_.52** _.48iriN
FUAG-.13 -.2L4 -.L4 _.40** _.33*;t_.53** _.50** _.37+*_.44**
. r.J
.lb
INgrG.09
.10
.11 .L2
.19
.L4
.14
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Table3
Correlationsof the Major AffectiueVariablesWith Nine Measuresof
FrenchAchievetnent
Obiective Measures
CandoSelf-Ratings
Grade Cloze Prod Theme Prof SpeakUnder Writ€ Read

.24*

.06

.01

.13

-.05

-.04

.16

.o2

*p<.05; **p<.01; Grade=French Grades; Cloze=FYenchClozeTest; hod=Flench
Word Production; Theme=French Prose Writing Prof=Objective French
Proficiency; Speak=Cando Speaking; Under=Cando Understanding;
Write=Cando Writing; Read=Cando Reading; AFCL=Attitudes Toward lYench
Canadians; IFLL=Interest in Foreign Languages; INTl=Integrative Orientation; FCEL=FYench Course Evaluation; FTEL=French Teacher Evaluation.;
MlL=Motivational Intensity Dl=Desire to Learn lYench; AlFL=Attitudes
Toward Learning French; FCAJ-=French Class Aaxiety; FUAL=French Use
Orientation; AFCS= Attitudes Toward French
Anxiety; INSTl=Instrumental
Canadians; IFIS=Interest in Foreign Languages; INTEX=Integrative Orientation; FCES=French Course Evaluation; FTES=Ilench Teacher Evaluation;
MlS=Motivational Int€nsity; DM=Desire to Leam !!ench; AlFs=Attitudes
toward l.eaming FYench; FCAS=Flench Class Anxiety; FUAS-FYench Use
Anxiety; INS1S=Instrumental Orientation; AFOc=Attitudes Toward French
Canadians ; IFLG=Interestin Foreign Languages; INTG=Integrative Orientation; FCEG=lYench Course Evaluation; F'IEG=Flench Teacher Evaluation;
MlG=Motivational Intensity; DG=Desire to Leam French; AlFfI=Attitudes
toward Leaming FYench; FCAG=French Class Anxiety FUAG=lYench Use
Arxiety; INSTG= Instrumental Orientation; MlM=Motivational Intensity

did not correlate sigaificantJy with the other factors. These
results, Iike those obtained with the more traditional factor analysis, Iend strong support to the distinctions made in Gardnels
(1985)socio-educationalmodel. The factors emergedas expected
with oniy little overlap, indicating that the distinctions are meaningful and are supported by the data.
Question 3 was concernedwith whether or not measurement
strategy influenced the correlation of affective measures with
achievement. Table 3 presents the correlations of each subtest
with five objective measures of French achievement and four
Cando self-ratings of French profi.ciency. Exa:nination of t,Lis
table will reveal that measurement strategy of an alfective vari-
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able can indeed influence the correlation of that variable with
achievement. Moreover.it is clear that someaffective variables
are more related to someachievementmeasuresthan to others.
Generally speaking, a greater num.ber(26) of the conelations
involving Likert measures anil objective indices of achievement
are signifi.cant than is true for either the semantic differential
measures(15) or the Guilford ones(19). The number ofsignificant
correlations involving the self-rating measr.rresalso favors the
Likert version (21) over semantic diferential (13) and GuiUord
(20) measures. The najor implications ofthis analysis are that the
various measurementtechniques provide comparableassessments
ofthe samevariables;however,the techniqueusedto measurean
affective variable can influence its correlation with achievement.
Other aspects of the table are also informative. Note, for
example, that 17 of "he 34 correlations involving the objective
measure of French Achievement are significant whereas only
sevenofthose involving the French Clozetest are. Ofthese latter
ones, six are correlations with Language Anxiety. It seemsclear,
therefore,that performanceon the Clozemeasureof achievement
might be more influenced by anxiety than by other affective
variables. This might well be expectedin that the Cloze test
involves some degreeof cognitive activity and analysis, and it is
likely that language anxiety might hinder performance under
suchdemandingconditions(see,e.g.,Maclntyre & Gardner, 1991).
It is interesting that many studies that fail to ffnd an association
between attitudiaaVmotivational measures and secondlanguage
achievement have often made use of a Cloze test to measure
achievenent (cf., Asakawa & Oller, 1977;Oller, Hudson, & Liu,
1977). Such findings highlight the importanceofincluding many
different measures of second language achievement in studies
concerned with afective correlates of achievement.
Inspectionof Table 3 will alsoreveal that only 38Ea(LM06)
of the correlations are signifi.cant. To gome extent, these low
correlations can be attributed to the problems associatedwith
measurirlg a construct with a relatively small number of items.
Other things being equal, the reliability ofa measurement is lower
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with fewer items. Moreover, the variance of the measurements
will tend to be lower with fewer items parbicularly on aome
measures. Within the framework of the socio-educational model,
it is more appropriate to exarnine t,Le correlations ofthe higher
order constructs rather than the specific indiviclual tests that
define them. By calculating aggtegate scores,one can obtain more
reliable scores,and through the principle ofaggregation (Rushton,
Brainerd, & Pressley,1983)more stable levels of correlation will
be obtained, provided, of course, that a true correlation exists.
Six aggregate neasures have been employed with the AMTB
when investigating the learning ofFrench as a secondIanguage in
Canada. Four of these involve the major componentsofthe test
battery. These are Integrativeness (II\DEG), Attitudes Toward
the Learning Situation (ALS), Motivation (MOT), anil Language
Anxiety (ANX). T\vo other indices are formed by aggregating these
aggregates.One,the Integrative Motivation Index (INTMOT), is
tJre sun of Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation, and Motivation. It represents an overall index of the
attitudinaVmotivational factors associated with language learning. The other index, Attitucle/Motivation Index (AMI), consists of
the Integrative Motivation index minus Language Anxiety.
Table 4 summarizesthe correlationsof eachofthese indices
with the objective measr.rresand self-ratings of French achievement. The relationship of the m4jor indices (Integrativeness,
Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation, Motivation, and Arxiety) to objectiveneasures of achievementis clearly influencedby
measurementstrategy. Thirteen ofthe 20 correlationsinvolving
Likert measures are sigrrificant, whereas the corresponding values for the semantic differential and Guilford assessmentsare 8
and 10, respectively. For the self-ratings of achievement, the
correlations are generally lower and less influenced by measurement strat€gy. Within these breakdowns, however, there are also
clear differences in the relationship of the constructs to achieve'
ment.
The best single correlate of achievement is Language Arxiety. It correlates significantly (negatively) with all objective
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Table 4
Conelatinn of Aggregate ScorcsWith Nirc Measures d Achizuement

ObjectiveMeasures

CandoSelf-Ratings

Grade Cloze Prod Therne Prof Speak Under Write Read

Likert
.29:r+.32*+ .20
INTEG .27+ .03 .29** .30** .30** .29:N;N
AI.S
.30** .16 .18 .18 .13 -.09 -.06 -.04 -.03
.06
MOT
.36** .14 .2L* .23* .34** .04 .09 .t7
_.I4 _.32**_.23t*_.45+*_.35+*_.65:t*_.62++_.47*'*_.54*1.
ANX
.30*'* .32** .27* .07 .10 .17 .11
IlfrMoT .40** .t7
AMI
.39** .25* .33*+ .41{.+ .39*:* .34:r* .36** .35** .33++
SemanticDifferential
INTEG .25* -.09 .L7 .15 .29* .17 .24* .24* .L0
Ars
.23* .07 .20 .09 .19 .03 .01 .L2 .05
MOT
.2r .08 .18 .10 .19 .01 -.01 .13 .02
_.32**_.4I*+_.24* _.55**_.49**_.62*:r._.61*:+_.49*+_.59**
ANX
INTMOT.27' f .01 .18 .13 .26+ .L4 .13 .26+ .L2
AMI
.39** .17 .24* .33** .42** .39** .39** .46** .37**
Guilford
INIEG
.25* .05 .27** .20 .2r* .27** .25* .32*4 .20*
Al,s
.31*+ .20 .24+ .19 .22* .01 -.04
.04 .03
MOT
.26* .10 .11 .11 .20 -.07 -.05 .t2 -.07
_.22 _.32**_.18 _.48i'*_.40i'i._.57**_.53**_.45**_.51**
ANX
INTMOT .38** .17 .30** .26* .30*+ .13 .11 .25* .10
AML43+*
.29** .35** .43** .44** .36r.* .34** .42*t .31r.*
*p<.05; **p<.01;Grade=FYench Grades; Cloze=FYenchCIozeTest; hod=trYench
Word Production; Theme=French Prose Writing; hof=Objective French
Proficiency; Speak=Cando Speaking; Under=Cando Understanding;
Write=Cando Writing; Read=Cando Reading; INTEG=Integrativeness;
AlS=Attitudes
Toward the Learning Situation; MOT=Motivation;
ANX=Language Anxieff; INTMOT=Integrative Motivation; AMl=Attitude/
Motivation Index

measures of achievement except for French Grades (for the Likert
and Guilford assessments),and for French Word Production (for
the Guilford assessm.ent).
Moreover,LanguageAnxietycorrelates
more highly with the self-ratings of proficiency than the objective
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measures, quite Iikely because such measures of anxiety reflect
concern over perceptions of inadequacy. This is reflected in
Cl6ment's (1986) conceptof self-confidencewit,L the secondlanguage as an amalgamation of Iow levels of anxiety and
self-perceptionsof langrrage competence(also see Cl6ment &
Kruidenier, 1985). The next best correlate overall is
Integrativeness, tlough within the Likert measureg,Motivation is
also a sigrrificant conelate of all objective measures except for the
Clozetest.
The correlations ofthe larger aggregates,AMI and INTMOT,
reflect the general pattern described above except that the correlations tend to be higher, reflecting the principle of aggregation
(Rushton,Brainerd, & Pressley,1983). Except for the correlation
between the Cloze test and AMI using the semantic differential
format, all correlations involviag AMI (regardless of assessment
format) are significant. The range ofthese correlationsis fron .17
to .44 (median=.S9)for the objective measures, and .31 to .46
(median=.36)for the Cando measures. The INTMOT scoredoes
not generally correlate with the self-rating measures, though for
the Likert and Guilford formats it correlates significantly with all
objective measures except the Cloze test. The INTMOT score
based on the semantic differential assessment correlates sigrrificantly only with two measures of achievement. The range of the
correlations involving the objectivemeasuresis from .01 to .40
(median=.27)and.07 to .26 (median=.12)for the Candomeasures.
Question4was concernedwith the assessmentofintegrative
and instnrmental orientations. The present study permitted an
investigation ofthe relationship among different orientation items
and the relationship of different measures of orientation to each
other and to secondlanguageachievement.There is, for example,
evidence that items comprising each orientation are reasonably
internally consistent. The correlations among the four integrative
orientation items varied from .28to .56 with a median of .46, and
all six (100%)correlationswere signficant. Correlations for the
four iastrumental orientation items ranged from.18 to .48 with a
median of.36, arrdfive ofthe six (83%)were significant. Finally,
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correlations between the two sets of items ranged from .13 to .32
(median=.25),and 12ofthe 16(757o)weresignificant. Suchresults
suggest that the constructs ofintegrative and instrumental orientation are reflected in reasons for studying a secondlanguage, and
that there is someoverlap betweenthem.
We also investigated four different ways of assessing an
integrative orientation and three for assessing an instrumental
orientation. Table 5 presents the correlations among these different assessments.ag well as the correlations of these measuresof
integrative and instrumental orientation with the Orientation
Index and with the objective measures ofFrench achievenent. It
will be noted in the table that five of the six correlations among
measures of integrative orientation are sig:nificant. The one that
is not involvesthe correlation betweenthe identification measure
and the comparative judgment one. TVo of the three correlations
among the measures of instrumental orientation are sigrrificant,
the one nonsignificant one involving the semantic differential
measure. Finally, six ofthe twelve correlations between integrative and instru-mental orientations are significantly positive and
one is significantly negative. The negative correlation involves a
comparative judgnent measure of integrative and instnrmental
orientations, and it is clear that it taps something different Ilom
a straight integrative orientation.
Exanination of Table 5 reveals also that the Orientation
Index correlatessigrrificantly and in the expecteddirection only
with the conparativejudgment measure ofintegrative and instrumental orientation. Becauseboth methods involve comparative
judguents, such results might be anticipated. It is clear nonetheless that the Orientation Index doesnot assessthe sametype of
construct as doesa measurefocusingon only one classoforientation.
InspectionofTable 5 also indicatesthat there is somecorrelation betweenmeasuresofintegrative orientation and achievement
but not betweenmeasuresofinstrumental orientation and achievement. Eight of the 20 (407o)correlations between integrative
orieniation and achievementare significant, but they are gener-
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Table 5
Correlntitns of Meosures of Orizntotian With Each Aher and With
Objective Meosures of Sqond I'anguage Proficizncy
INTL

INTD(

INTL
INTEX
INTG
ID

.38*+
.69++ .49'**
.27+4 1 n

INS'TL
INSTII
INSTS

.18
-ro

Orient.Index .06
Grade
Cloze
Prod
Theme
Prof

.2t

.00
-.23*
-.01

INTG

ID

.34*t
.2t*
.23*

.29*

.L2

.?4*
.19
.35**
-.08

.09

.28*
.06

.2L
.10

.234
.23*

.L2
.33**

.30** .16
.24* .L4
.24+ .16

INSIL INSTG INSTS

.46*i'

.16
.13

.28**
-.16

-.14

.15
.16
.10
.03
.r2

.09
.L2
.L4
.10
.11

.t4
.01
.r2
-.o2
.O2

Orientation
Orientation (Likert); INTEx=Integrative
INTl=Integrative
(Semantic Differential); INTG=Integrative Orientation (Guilford);
Orientation (Likert); INSTG=
ID=Identification; INSTl=Instrumental
Instrumental Orientation (Guilford); INSTS=Instrumental Orientation
(Semantic Dfferential); Orient. Index=Orientation Index; Grade=French
Grades; Cloze=French Cloze Test; Prod=French Word Production;
Theme=llench Prose Writing; Prof=Objective French Profi ciency

ally quite low (median=.20). Moreover, all of these significant
correlationsinvolve direct assessmentsofan integrative orientation. OnIy one correlation involving an indirect measure is
significant. This involves the measure of identification. These
resu-lts are conparable to others reporbed in the literature and
serve to demonstrate onceagain that correlations between orientation and achievement are not substantial. This result follows
directly from Gardner's(1985)socio-educationalmodel of second
language learning that proposes that orientation is not a direct
determinant of profi ciency.
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GENERAL DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
This study has examined various aspectsofthe validity ofthe
AMTB (Gardner, 1985). In general, the resultg support the
conclusion that the subtests measwe what they are intended to
measure (construct validity) and that they correlate meaningfully
with measures of seconcllanguage achievenent (predictive validity). The analysis of the multitraiVmultimethod correlation
matrix indicated that in nost casesdifferent measures ofthe same
construct correlate appreciably with eachother. With this particuIar sample, there tended to be some overlap between French Use
Anxiety and French Class Aniety and between Desire to Learn
French and Attitudes Toward Learning French. In each case,
however, the two variables would be expected to covary so that it
is reasonable t,Lat different forms of measuring them might tap
similar variance in the other ofthe pair. The variables in eachpair
are both representative ofthe same higher level construct.
The factor analysis provided very strong support for the
higher order constructs. Given sufficient measures of each variable and of each construct, the four major constructs,
Integrativeness, Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation, Motivation, and Language Anxiety form clear factors. The variables
are nonetheless correlated as evidencedby the factthat eachfactor
also receiveslower but appreciableloadings from variables that
are better representedon the other factors. Still, the conceptual
distinctions are well supported. There is also evidence that the
variable of Instrumental Orientation could form a fifth higher
order construct.
The measurement of Instrumental Orientation is not as
conceptuallyciear as are the others,and measuresofthis concept
share variance in common with other measures both on the
Instrumental Orientation factor and others. Both conceptually
and empirically this construct is quite diverse. Note that the
measure ofinternal consistency reliability for the direct measure
of Instru.mental Orientation is the Iowest of aII measures in this
study (seeMethod section) and that it is generally very low in other
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studies as well (see,e.g.,Gardler, Lalonde, & Moorcroft, 1985)'
This relationship is quite likely becausethere are many pragmatic
reasons for learning a second language anil individuals who
end.orseone need not feel that another is particularly relevant to
them (e.g.,to get a job and improve one'seducation). Integrative
reasons for studying a language, on the other hand, tend to stress
an interest in t,Le other language group; hence, there is more
communality arnong them.
The analysis ofthe correlations betweenthe affective measures and language achievement indicated that (a) the
measurement strategy one usesto assessan affective variable can
influence its correlation with achievement and that (b) different
measures of achievement correlate differently with affective variables. In general,the subtestsadapted from the AMTB (most of
which use the Likert format) correlate more highly with the
objective measures of proficiency than do the other forms of
measurement. The semantic differential measures in the present
study tended to correlate less well with the measures of achievenent. This difference cannot be attributed to lack of reliability,
however. Examination of the reliability coefficients(seeMethod
section) indicated that the reliabilities ofthe senantic differential
measures were generally higher than others measuresfor which
reliabilities could be computed. The conelations involving the
Guilford measures tended to be higher than one might expect
given that they are single-item scales' Single-item assessment
tends to be relatively unstable sothat, ilespite the results obtained
here, it would not seemreasonableto use such measuresas the
only assessmentsof affectivevariables in studies concernedwith
the relationship of afective variables to language achievement'
In this study different measures of achievement correlated
diferently with the affective measures. In particular, the Cloze
test seemedrelatively unrelated to most affective variables other
than anxiety. Given the cognitive demanclsofthis type oftask, its
relationship to anxiety seems quite meaningful. Students with
high levels of language anxiety might be expectedto becomemore
anxious when doing such a test and perform more poorly as a
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result. Other measures of achievement tend to have relationships
with more alfective variables
Correlations tended to be more stable (and slightly higher)
when neasures were aggregatedto assesshigher-order constructs.
When this was done, the effects of measurement strategy on the
correlations with achievementbecameeven clearer. Moreover,
the relative contributions of the higher-order congtructs became
clear. Generally speaking,LanguageAnxiety tended to evidence
the highest correlations with all measures of profi.ciency except
French Grades. Attitudes Toward the Learning Situation tended
not to correlat€ with many measures of proficiency except for
French Grades. Motivation and Integrativeness,as assessedby
the Likert scales, correlated significantly with all objective measures of achievement except the Cloze test, but they were less
related to achievement when assessedby the other formats.
When aII affective variables were aggregatedto form t}re AMI
index, correlationswith achievementwere more consistent (and
signifrcant for all cases but one). The level of predictron rs
reasonablewith a median correlation of .39. This correlation is
greater than the correlations involving the INTMOT aggregate
(median=.27) indicating that prediction improves by including
anxiety as an affective variable. On the other hand, adding the
attitudinaVmotivational variables improved prediction over that
obtained only from LanguageAnxiety alone (median=.32). Such
results attest to the importance ofthese types ofafective variables
in languageacquisition. In terms ofpredicting achievementin the
secondlanguage, inclusion of more than one class of affective
variable appearsto improve prediction.
Thesecorelations, especiallythoseinvoiving the elementsof
the integrative motive tend to be lower than those reported in
studies involving high-school and elementary-schoolstudents
(Gardner, 1985). This might be due to someof the measurement
procedures used here, but might also reflect the nature of the
s6rnpls. The participants in this study were enrolled in universitylevel French and thus had had at least five years of high-school
French. Previousresearch(Gardner,1985)has denonstratedthat
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schoolstudentswho continueFrench study tend to scorehigher on
the subtests of the AMTB than do those who drop out. Consequently, this sample would be partially selected on attitudinaV
motivational attributes, and the resulting restricted variance
would decrease correlations with achievement. In such a situation, itis also meaningfirl to assu:nethat concernsaboutproficiency,
based in part on differences in actual proficiency, might tend to
becomemore pronouncedin individuals at this level. This would
tend to increase the relationship between language arxiety and
proficiency.
The analysis of orientation items and different ways of
assessingorientation demonstrated relatively little direct association betweenorientation itseifand secondlanguageachievement.
In particular, individual diferences in instrumental orientation,
which as demonstrateil here is a rather decentralized construct,
tend to be unrelated to differences in proficiency. Moreover,
different ways ofmeasuring orientation, though seeningly similar
eonceptually, tend not to correlate that highly with each other.
This study demonstrates that affective variables play a significant role in secondlanguage learning. Measurement strategies
do, however, play a decidedrole in how these affective variables
relate to each other and to proficiency. F uture research might weli
profi.t from investigating more fi:lly the range ofalfective variables
and their functional relationship not only to each other but to
different aspectsofachievement. An in-depth analysis ofthe role
played by such variables in all phases of the language learning
processmight weII lead to a better unalerstanding ofthis important
educational activity.

NOTE
lThe measures ofint€grative and instrument€l orientation were omitted from
this analysis becauseanother section ofthe results focuses directly on orientations.
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